Via Electronic and First Class Mail

October 1, 2015

Gina McCarthy, Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460
Email: McCarthy.Gina@epa.gov

Mark R. Rosekind, Ph.D., Administrator
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20590
Email: Mark.Rosekind@dot.gov

RE: Petition for Rulemaking to Implement New Emissions Testing for Motor Vehicles and Increase Penalties for Violations of Fuel Standards

Dear Administrator McCarthy and Administrator Rosekind,

The Center for Biological Diversity (the “Center”) requests that you take immediate action to protect public health and the environment from the toxic impacts of greenhouse gas and nitrogen oxides emissions from motor vehicles, and from corporate practices designed to evade regulations restricting the quantity of these dangerous emissions. Specifically, pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553(e), Title II of the Clean Air Act (“CAA”), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7521-7554, and Title VI of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (“EPCA”), 49 U.S.C. §§ 32901-32919, the Center requests that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (“NHTSA”):

(1) immediately conduct in-use emissions testing of each make and model of diesel-powered motor vehicles sold in the United States since 2009 that have not previously undergone such tests;

(2) immediately conduct in-use emissions testing of each make and model of other fossil fuel-powered motor vehicles sold in the United States since 2009 that have not previously undergone such tests;

(3) promulgate regulations to require on-road emissions testing for all types of new diesel-powered motor vehicles;
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(4) promulgate regulations to require on-road emissions testing for all other types of new fossil fuel-powered motor vehicles; and

(5) promulgate regulations to increase the penalties for violations of corporate average fuel economy standards.

As you are well-aware, Volkswagen recently admitted that 11 million of its diesel cars sold worldwide since 2009, including nearly half a million sold in the United States, contain software specifically designed to cheat emissions tests. The software — known as “defeat devices” — can detect when a car is being tested in a laboratory setting and adjusts engine operations to emit less-polluting exhaust during the test than in real-world driving conditions. EPA has said that these devices allowed each car to spew up to 40 times the legal limit of nitrogen oxides emissions in the United States. Accordingly, in addition to the specific actions requested above, the Center also requests that EPA assess the maximum permissible penalties against VW for such egregious violations of law.

This widespread fraud not only deceived consumers who purchased VW cars based on the belief the cars were “clean diesel,” but is a significant threat to public health and the environment. Emissions of nitrogen oxides contribute to climate change and ocean acidification — nitrogen oxides react with other substances to form the greenhouse gas ozone, and contain a highly potent and long-lived greenhouse gas. In addition, ground-level ozone can trigger or worsen asthma and other respiratory ailments, make the lungs more susceptible to infection, damage vegetation and reduce crop yields. Nitrogen oxides are also a precursor to particulate matter which causes breathing problems, lung tissue damage and premature death.

To make matters worse, the use of such devices, and thus unlawful emissions of such dangerous pollutants, may not be limited to VW. Indeed, defeat devices have existed almost since the inception of the CAA, and EPA has previously levied fines against car and truck manufacturers for the use of such devices. Recent reports indicate that tests of on-road emissions of cars made by other companies exceed that of laboratory testing, indicating that these manufactures might also be using defeat devices — or, at a minimum, are not performing as required. Despite the existence of technology that can measure emissions during normal operation and use, EPA does not require such tests for the vast majority of motor vehicles.

And the recent scandal highlights yet another industry-wide problem — that car manufacturers routinely pay fines, rather than comply with mandatory fuel economy standards that seek to improve fuel efficiency and reduce carbon dioxide emissions. As we have frequently pointed out, and as government reports indicate, the meager fines are too low to act as a deterrent, thereby failing to inspire the technological innovation contemplated by EPCA and the CAA. Yet NHTSA has not increased the penalty for violation of the standards in nearly two decades.

Comprehensive action is therefore needed to ensure long-term solutions to such pervasive problems. Taking the actions requested in this petition will improve the accuracy of emissions testing of motor vehicles and help ensure against future deception, and incentivize compliance with fuel economy standards intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve energy security. In other words, granting this petition will help better protect public health and the
environment from dangerous air pollutants from motor vehicles, while ensuring fuel economy continues to improve as intended by the CAA and EPCA. The Center requests that EPA and NHTSA take the regulatory actions requested in this petition within 180 days.

I. Factual Background: Harmful Emissions from Motor Vehicles

As the VW scandal demonstrates, motor vehicles emit harmful air pollutants. In fact, according to the Union of Concerned Scientists, transportation is the largest single source of air pollution in the United States. Motor vehicles emit carbon dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, particulate matter, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, as well as benzene and other hazardous air pollutants. These emissions contribute to a myriad of public health problems, negative impacts to public welfare and the environment, and climate change.

A. Emissions from Motor Vehicles Are Harmful to Public Health

Motor vehicles emit air pollutants that cause or contribute to health problems, including nitrogen oxides. For example, ground level ozone is created by chemical reaction between nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds. Ground-level ozone pollution is linked to many public health impacts, especially those related to respiratory function. Ozone can irritate the respiratory tract and throat, impair lung function, and cause coughing, chest pains and lung inflammation. EPA has recognized the association between ozone exposure and hospital visits for respiratory problems — especially for children — noting that ozone pollution is responsible for as much as twenty percent of all summertime respiratory hospital visits. Ozone is also linked to the development of respiratory diseases, such as asthma. But the health effects of ozone are not limited to respiratory illnesses. Ozone pollution is linked to other serious health impacts, such as heart disease and certain types of strokes. “[M]ost importantly,” according to the American Lung Association, ozone exposure and the associated health impacts can shorten lives

1 The provisions of this Petition are severable. If any request contained within this Petition is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the invalidity or lack of legal obligation shall not affect other provisions of the Petition.
3 Id.
7 Jean-Bernard Ruidavets et al., Ozone Air Pollution Is Associated with Acute Myocardial Infarction, 111 CIRCULATION 563, 566 (2005), available at http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/111/5/563.long; J. B. Henrotin et al., Short Term Effects of Ozone Air Pollution on Ischaemic Stroke Occurrence: A Case Crossover Analysis from a 10-Year Population-Based Study in Dijon, France, 64 OCCUPATIONAL & ENVTL. MED. 439, 442 (2007), available at http://oem.bmj.com/content/64/7/439.short
by months and even years. “Even at very low levels including days that meet current regulatory requirements,” ozone is associated with premature mortality.

Ozone also has detrimental ecological effects. According to EPA, ozone “affects sensitive vegetation and ecosystems, including forests, parks, wildlife refuges, and wilderness areas,” especially during growing seasons. Ozone can interfere with a plant’s ability to produce and store food, visibly damage leaves, and make plants susceptible to damage from disease, insects, competition and severe weather.

Nitrogen oxides also mix with other air pollutants to create particulate matter (“PM”). The effects associated with PM exposure are “premature mortality, increased hospital admissions and emergency department visits, and development of chronic respiratory disease.” California has identified diesel PM as a toxic air contaminant and has estimated that 70 percent of the cancer risk from the air Californians breathe is attributable to diesel PM; EPA says that diesel PM is “likely to be a carcinogen.” Diesel exhaust is a major contributor to PM pollution. In fact, it is estimated that diesel-powered vehicles and equipment account for nearly half of all nitrogen oxides and more than two-thirds of all PM emissions from U.S. transportation sources.

B. Emissions from Motor Vehicles Contribute to Climate Change

The burning of fossil fuels is the largest source of domestic greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for 77 percent of total warming emissions in 2013. One of the primary sources of such emissions is from the transportation sector, which in 2013 accounted for 27 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. The largest source of such emissions from the transportation sector is passenger cars, representing nearly 43 percent of emissions in 2013.
The transportation sector has been the fastest-growing source of greenhouse gas emissions since 1990.\textsuperscript{18}

Carbon dioxide is the dominant greenhouse gas driving observed changes in the Earth’s climate.\textsuperscript{19} Emissions of nitrogen oxides also contribute to climate change through two primary means: (1) nitrogen oxides react with other substances to form the greenhouse gas ozone; and (2) nitrous oxide is itself a highly potent and long-lived greenhouse gas. Nitrous oxide behaves very similarly to carbon dioxide in that it both directly traps heat in the atmosphere and remains in existence for many decades once emitted.\textsuperscript{20}

There is a strong, international scientific consensus that anthropogenic climate threatens human society and natural systems. The U.S. Global Change Research Program in its 2009 report \textit{Climate Change Impacts in the United States} similarly stated that “global warming is unequivocal and primarily human-induced” and “widespread climate-related impacts are occurring now and are expected to increase.”\textsuperscript{21} The U.S. National Research Council similarly concluded that “[c]limate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for — and in many cases is already affecting — a broad range of human and natural systems.”\textsuperscript{22} Based on observed and expected harms from climate change, in 2009 EPA concluded that greenhouse gas pollution endangers the health and welfare of current and future generations.\textsuperscript{23} Current atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are already resulting in significant climate change impacts that are projected to worsen as emissions rise.\textsuperscript{24}

Key changes include warming temperatures, the increasing frequency of extreme weather events, rapidly melting glaciers, ice sheets, and sea ice and rising sea levels.\textsuperscript{25} There will be significant costs associated with these changes. For example, in the United States in 2011 alone, a record 14 weather and climate disasters occurred, including droughts, heat waves, and floods, that cost at least $1 billion each in damages and loss of human lives.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, air pollution components that trigger asthma attacks, specifically air particulates and ozone, are expected to increase with climate change;\textsuperscript{27} in 2020, the continental United States could pay an average of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act; Final Rule, 74 Federal Register 66496 (2009).
\item Melillo, supra n. 24; IPCC, supra n. 24.
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$5.4 billion (2008$) in health impact costs associated with the climate penalty on ozone, with California experiencing the greatest estimated impacts averaged at $729 million.28

Anthropogenic climate change also poses a significant threat to biodiversity. Climate change is already causing changes in distribution, phenology, physiology, genetics, species interactions, ecosystem services, demographic rates and population viability: many animals and plants are moving poleward and upward in elevation, shifting their timing of breeding and migration, and experiencing population declines and extirpations.29 Because climate change is occurring at an unprecedented pace with multiple synergistic impacts, climate change is predicted to result in catastrophic species losses during this century.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) concluded that 20 to 30 percent of plant and animal species will face an increased risk of extinction if global average temperature rise exceeds 1.5°C to 2.5°C relative to 1980-1999, with an increased risk of extinction for up to 70 percent of species worldwide if global average temperature exceeds 3.5°C relative to 1980-1999.30 Other studies have predicted similarly severe losses: 15 to 37 percent of the world’s plants and animals committed to extinction by 2050 under a mid-level emissions scenario;31 the potential extinction of 10 to 14 percent of species by 2100 if climate change continues unabated;32 and the loss of more than half of the present climatic range for 58 percent of plants and 35 percent of animals by the 2080s under the current emissions pathway, in a sample of 48,786 species.33 Scientists have warned that the Earth is fast approaching a global “state-shift” that could result in unanticipated and rapid changes to Earth’s biological systems.34 As summarized by the 2014 National Climate Assessment, “landscapes and seascapes are changing rapidly, and species, including many iconic species, may disappear from regions where they have been prevalent or become extinct, altering some regions so much that their mix of plant and animal life will become almost unrecognizable.”35

In addition, the ocean’s absorption of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, including both carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides, has already resulted in more than a 30 percent increase

32 Maclean and Wilson, supra n. 29.
34 Barnosky, A.D. et al., Approaching a state shift in Earth’s biosphere, 486 NATURE 52 (2012).
in the acidity of ocean surface waters, at a rate faster than anything believed to have occurred in the past 300 million years.36 Ocean acidity is projected to increase by 150 to 200 percent by the end of the century if carbon dioxide emissions continue unabated.37 Ocean acidification negatively affects a wide range of marine species by hindering the ability of calcifying marine creatures to build protective shells and skeletons and by disrupting metabolism and critical biological functions.38 The adverse effects of ocean acidification are already being observed in wild populations, including reduced coral calcification rates,39 dissolution of pteropod shells in the California Current,40 reduced shell weights of foraminifera in the Southern Ocean,41 and mass die-offs of larval Pacific oysters in the Pacific Northwest.42

II. Legal Background: The Regulation of Emissions from Motor Vehicles

Given the negative impacts on public health and the environment caused by the emission of air pollutants from various sources, including the transportation sector, Congress has enacted several laws to regulate and limit the amount of air pollutants from motor vehicles.

A. The Clean Air Act

In enacting the CAA, Congress found that “that the growth in the amount and complexity of air pollution brought about by urbanization, industrial development, and the increasing use of

---

motor vehicles, has resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and welfare, including injury to agricultural crops and livestock... Accordingly, the CAA establishes a comprehensive scheme “to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population.”

To reach these goals, Title II of the CAA prescribes a regulatory scheme to control emissions from mobile sources. Specifically, the CAA requires EPA to promulgate regulations that establish standards for the emissions of air pollutants from new motor vehicles that “cause, or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare” and prohibits exceedances of those standards. The CAA mandates that EPA set emission standards for particular pollutants from light and heavy duty vehicles, including carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen and amend the standards as necessary to protect public health and welfare.

Pursuant to these statutory requirements, EPA has established emissions standards and testing procedures for light duty vehicles and heavy trucks. To ensure compliance with these standards, EPA requires manufacturers to receive a certificate of conformity from EPA before a manufacturer can introduce vehicles into U.S. commerce. To receive such a certificate, manufacturers must submit a detailed application to EPA for each test group of vehicles it intends to sell in the United States; the application must include a certification that the vehicles comply with emission standards as determined by specific testing procedures required by EPA, and a description of any air emission control devices contained within the vehicles. The CAA provides for a fine of up to $37,500 for each car that does not conform to details within the certificate of compliance.

In recognition of the fact that manufacturers may attempt to circumvent emission standards, the CAA prohibits any person from manufacturing, selling, offering to sell or installing any part in a motor vehicle that bypasses, defeats or renders inoperative any device or element of a vehicle’s emission control technology. EPA’s implementing regulations specifically prohibit the use of “defeat devices,” defined generally as an air emission control device “that reduces the effectiveness of the emission control system under conditions which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal vehicle operation and use...” Under the CAA and EPA’s regulations, manufacturers may be liable for up to $3,750 for each use of a defeat device.

---

44 Id. § 7401(b)(1).
45 Id. §§ 7521-7590.
46 Id. §§ 7521; 7522.
47 Id. § 7521.
48 40 C.F.R. Part 86 (emission standards and testing procedures for light-duty vehicles and light trucks); 40 C.F.R. § 86.1811-04 (emission standards for light-duty vehicles including NOx); id. § 86.1816-05, -18 (emission standards for heavy-duty vehicles).
49 40 C.F.R. § 86.1848-01.
50 Id. §§ 86.1843-01; 86.1844-01.
51 42 U.S.C. § 7524(a); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4.
53 40 C.F.R. § 86.1809-01; id. § 86.1803-01.
54 42 U.S.C. § 7524(a); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4.
B. The Energy Policy and Conservation Act

Congress enacted the EPCA in 1975 following the energy crisis caused by the 1973 Mideast oil embargo.\textsuperscript{55} In enacting EPCA, Congress observed that “[t]he fundamental reality is that this nation has entered a new era in which energy resources previously abundant, will remain in short supply retarding our economic growth and necessitating an alteration in our life’s habitats and expectations.”\textsuperscript{56} Among the goals of EPCA are to “decrease dependence on foreign imports, enhance national security [and to] achieve the efficient utilization of scarce resources...”\textsuperscript{57} The fundamental purpose of EPCA, however, is energy conservation.\textsuperscript{58}

To comply with these goals, EPCA vests NHTSA with broad regulatory authority,\textsuperscript{59} and requires NHTSA to set fuel economy standards at “the maximum feasible average fuel economy level that the Secretary decides the manufacturers can achieve in that model year.”\textsuperscript{60} In this way, EPCA is meant to encourage technological innovation — meaning new technologies, not simply better versions of what exists today. As the court in Center for Auto Safety v. Thomas noted, “[t]he experience of a decade leaves little doubt that the congressional scheme in fact induced manufacturers to achieve major technological breakthroughs as they advanced towards the mandated goal.”\textsuperscript{61} And as explained by the D.C. Circuit “when a statute is technology forcing, the agency can impose a standard which only the most technologically advanced plants in an industry have been able to achieve — even if only in some of their operations some of the time.”\textsuperscript{62}

In 2007, Congress passed the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (“EISA”), which amended EPCA.\textsuperscript{63} The EISA eliminated the previous 27.5 mpg standard for passenger cars with a mandate that NHTSA set separate passenger car and light truck standards for each model year beginning in 2011 “to achieve a combined fuel economy average for model year 2020 of at least 35 miles per gallon for the total fleet of passenger and non-passenger automobiles manufactured for sale in the United States for that model year.”\textsuperscript{64} Fuel economy standards for model years 2021 through 2030 must be the maximum feasible average fuel economy standard for each fleet of passenger and non-passenger cars for that model year.\textsuperscript{65} These standards are known as the corporate average fuel economy (“CAFE”) standards.

\textsuperscript{55} Center for Biological Diversity v. Nat’l Highway Safety Transportation Administration, 538 F.3d 1172, 1182 (9th Cir. 2008).
\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 1195.
\textsuperscript{59} 49 U.S.C. § 32910.
\textsuperscript{60} Id. § 32902(a). In determining what constitutes the “maximum feasible” level, NHTSA must take into account four factors: technological feasibility, economic practicability, the effect of other motor vehicle standards of the Government on fuel economy, and the need of the United States to conserve energy. Id. § 32902(f).
\textsuperscript{62} Kennecott Greens Creek Min. Co. v. Mine Safety and Health Admin., 476 F.3d 946, 957 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
\textsuperscript{63} Pub. L. 111-140, 121 Sat. 1492 (Dec. 18, 2007).
\textsuperscript{64} 49 U.S.C. § 32902(b)(2)(A).
\textsuperscript{65} Id. § 32902(b)(2)(B).
To help manufacturers comply with the CAFE standards, EPCA prescribes civil penalties that NHTSA can impose if their cars do not meet regulatory requirements. Specifically, a manufacturer is liable for a civil penalty of five dollars per automobile for each 0.1 mile per gallon shortfall.66 The Act vests NHTSA with the authority to raise the total penalty up to ten dollars for each 0.1 mile per gallon shortfall, provided it first makes certain findings. NHTSA raised the penalty to $5.50 for each 0.1 mile per gallon shortfall in 1997, but has not raised it since, nor has the penalty been adjusted for inflation.67

### III. The VW Scandal Reveals the Need to Issues Regulations to Amend Testing Procedures and Increase Penalties for Violations of Fuel Economy Standards

Volkswagen recently admitted that 11 million of its diesel cars sold worldwide since 2009, including nearly half a million sold in the United States, contain software specifically designed to cheat emissions tests. EPA has said that these devices allowed each car to spew up to 40 times the legal limit of nitrogen oxides in the United States. Better testing procedures that more accurately reflect a vehicle’s on-road emissions could prevent such egregious actions from occurring in the future.

This scandal raises yet another problem in the government’s regulation of emissions from motor vehicles — that manufacturers regularly pay civil penalties rather than comply with NHTSA’s CAFE standards. The penalties are therefore clearly inadequate to deter violations and inspire the technological innovation contemplated by EPCA, and reduce carbon dioxide emissions, and must be increased as a result.

#### A. EPA Must Promulgate Regulations to Require On-Road Emissions Testing, and Must Test Cars Sold in the United States Since 2009

The VW scandal demonstrates that EPA’s current testing procedures for passenger cars and light trucks do not accurately reflect the actual emissions of these vehicles. EPA must promulgate regulations that require accurate, on-road testing sufficiently rigorous to detect defeat devices and thereby protect public health and welfare from the deleterious impacts of motor vehicle emissions.

As explained by EPA in its Notice of Violation to VW, “defeat devices” can detect when a car is being tested in a laboratory setting and adjusts engine operations to emit less-polluting exhaust during the test than in real-world driving conditions. Specifically, VW manufactured and installed software in the electronic control modules (“ECM”) of vehicles equipped with 2.0 liter diesel engines.68 The software could sense when the vehicle was being tested pursuant to EPA’s dynamometer testing equipment.69 When the software sensed testing, it produced compliant emission results under an ECM calibration, but at all other times the ECM ran a separate calibration that reduced the effectiveness of the emission control system, and the selective

66 Id. § 32912(b).
67 See 62 Fed. Reg. 5,167, 5,168 (Feb. 4, 1997) (raising the penalty to $5.50 for every 0.1 mpg); codified at 49 C.F.R. § 578.6(h)(2).
68 EPA, Notice of Violation to Volkswagen AG, Sept. 18, 2015.
69 Id.
catalytic reduction, or the lean NOx trap, in particular.\textsuperscript{70} EPA has determined that the software is an air emission control device that was not described in VW’s certification applications and is an illegal defeat device, and that “VW violated section 203(a)(1) the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(1), each time it sold, offered for sale, introduced into commerce, delivered for introduction into commerce, or imported…” one of the offending vehicles as a result.\textsuperscript{71}

But this is not the first time a manufacturer has used these illegal, deceitful devices. Despite the express prohibitions on the use of defeat devices in the CAA and EPA’s regulations, the use of such devices by a variety of manufacturers has been discovered on several occasions.\textsuperscript{72} Indeed, such devices have been used beginning shortly after the enactment of the CAA, with early regulatory actions specifically intended to prevent their use.\textsuperscript{73} And car and truck manufacturers have repeatedly been caught using such devices for almost as long as their use has been prohibited. For example, in 1973, EPA found that VW had installed temperature-sensitive devices that turned off emissions controls on tens of thousands of its vehicles.\textsuperscript{74} And in 1998, the U.S. Department of Justice and EPA settled an enforcement case against the diesel engine industry for the widespread use of defeat devices in everything from tractor trailers to pick-up trucks. The settlement required seven companies, which comprised 95 percent of the U.S. heavy duty diesel engine market, to pay over one billion dollars, including $83.4 million in civil penalties, the largest ever imposed in environmental enforcement at that time.\textsuperscript{75}

As suggested by EPA’s letter to VW, a key reason vehicle manufacturers are able to use such devices to beat emissions tests are the inadequate testing procedures currently required by EPA. In particular, EPA’s requirements for testing light-duty vehicles and trucks, known as the Federal Test Procedure (“FTP”), use a chassis dynamometer to test for various emissions, including nitrogen oxides, in a laboratory setting by simulating driving conditions. But given the artificial, predictable conditions in which the tests are run, software can sense when treadmill-like dynamometer equipment is being used based on the position of the steering wheel, vehicle speed and how long the engine operates, among other inputs.\textsuperscript{76}

But alternative, on-road testing technologies exist. For example, on-road vehicle remote sensing is a type of technology that can scan the emissions of thousands of vehicles within a single day, and has previously been used to monitor real driving conditions by using optical sensors or a laboratory vehicle that follows cars and samples exhaust plumes.\textsuperscript{77} And EPA already

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Id.
\textsuperscript{73} See e.g., 37 Fed. Reg. 28,775 (Dec. 29, 1972) (order requiring defeat devices to be eliminated by March 1973).
\textsuperscript{76} Notice of Violation to Volkswagen.
\end{footnotes}
requires on-road testing for heavy-duty diesel trucks.\textsuperscript{78} Specifically, EPA has established a mandatory manufacturer-run, in-use emissions testing for heavy-duty diesel trucks using a portable emission measurement system (“PEMS”).\textsuperscript{79} PEMS typically involves equipping a test vehicle with a portable gas analyzer, and measuring emission rates during the driving. In announcing the regulatory change, EPA specifically noted that using such systems is “a significant step forward. . . in helping ensure that heavy-duty diesel engines comply with applicable emission standards” and that “these systems offer[] advantages over conventional approaches to assess in-use exhaust emissions from engines for design improvement, research, modeling, and compliance purposes.”\textsuperscript{80} Nevertheless, EPA has not implemented a similar requirement for passenger cars and light trucks.

The urgent need for such testing is now beyond dispute, and its benefits would not be limited to detecting the use of unlawful defeat devices alone. Even when cars do not contain defeat devices, the laboratory tests often fail to accurately reflect emissions as laboratory settings do not adequately incorporate road and weather conditions, use of accessories and aggressive driving. On-road tests reflect normal operation and use, and therefore a more accurate picture of emissions. And the benefits would not be limited to emissions of nitrogen oxides — the use of on-road emissions testing would also enable tests to more accurately reflect a vehicle’s fuel efficiency and thus, its carbon dioxide emissions.

While current regulations vest EPA with the authority to conduct or require testing on any vehicle using driving cycles and conditions that may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal operation and use (i.e., on-road conditions) for purposes of investigating the use of defeat devices,\textsuperscript{81} the regulations do not go far enough as they do not mandate such inspections prior to putting new cars and light trucks on the road.\textsuperscript{82} Mandating on-road inspections prior to the introduction of new light-duty motor vehicles is thus necessary to ensure cars comply with emission standards.

Accordingly, the Center hereby requests that EPA promulgate regulations to require on-road testing for all types of new diesel-powered motor vehicles not already subject to such testing requirements. The Center also requests that EPA promulgate regulations to require on-road testing for all other types of fossil fuel-powered motor vehicles. While VW’s scandal involved diesel-powered cars, there is no indication that the use of such devices is limited to diesel vehicles. In fact, recent reports indicate that VW’s gasoline-powered cars, as well as models from other manufacturers, consume significantly more fuel than measured in laboratory tests.

\textsuperscript{79} Id.
\textsuperscript{80} Id.
\textsuperscript{81} 40 C.F.R. § 86.1809.
\textsuperscript{82} See e.g., International Council on Clean Transportation, In-use emission testing of light-duty diesel vehicles in the U.S., May 30, 2015, available at http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/WVU_LDDV_in-use_ICCT_Report_Final_may2014.pdf (noting that there is no regulatory requirement in the United States to verify compliance of Tier 2 vehicles for emissions standards over off-cycle tests such as on road emissions testing).
Specifically, the Center requests that EPA adopt regulations in 40 C.F.R. part 86 and/or 1066 requiring on-road emissions testing as part of the certification process necessary to introduce any vehicle type into U.S commerce. These regulations could emulate those required for heavy-duty highway engines, adjusted as necessary to accommodate testing parameters needed for passenger cars and lighter trucks, and require state-of-the-art on-road emission testing technology.83

The Center also requests that EPA conduct immediate in-use testing of each make and model of diesel-powered motor vehicles sold in the United States since 2009 that have not already undergone such tests, and each make and model of other fossil fuel-powered motor vehicles sold in the United States since 200984 to ensure that emissions comply with relevant standards, and any additional violators are held accountable.

B. NHTSA Must Promulgate Regulations to Increase the Penalties for Violations of CAFE Standards

NHTSA must increase the penalty for violations of CAFE standards. As explained above, EPCA vests NHTSA with the authority to impose a civil penalty of five dollars per automobile for each 0.1 mile per gallon a car falls short of the standards.85 EPCA also vests NHTSA with the authority to increase the penalty for violations, provided it first makes certain findings. These findings include that increasing the penalty “will result in, or substantially further, substantial energy conservation for automobiles in model years in which the increased penalty may be imposed; . . . will not have a substantial deleterious impact on the economy of the United States, a State, or a region of a State” and will not cause significant unemployment, a significant increase in automobile imports or adversely affect competition.86

NHTSA exercised its statutory authority to increase the maximum civil penalty to $5.50 for each 0.1 mile per gallon shortfall in 1997. But NHTSA has not increased the penalty since, nor has it been adjusted for inflation. It is no surprise then that NHTSA has repeatedly acknowledged that many companies choose to regularly pay the fines rather than comply with the standards.87 Indeed, the Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) has reported that because the fines for violations of the CAFE standards have not increased, “CAFE penalties may not provide a strong enough incentive for manufacturers to comply with CAFE.”88 In this way, EPCA has not been implemented to its full potential, and continuing technological innovation and reductions in greenhouse emissions are thwarted. However, the GAO also found that “stricter penalties” for “noncompliance could improve compliance with CAFE standards.”89

83 See 40 C.F.R. part 1065 (emission testing requirements for heavy-duty highway vehicles).
84 To the extent conducting these tests is not feasible, the Center alternatively requests that EPA conduct in-use testing of a significant portion of the top selling makes and models of motor vehicles in the United States.
86 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
Accordingly, the Center hereby requests that NHTSA promulgate regulations to increase the penalty for a violation of the CAFE standards. Specifically, the Center requests that NHTSA amend its regulation at 49 C.F.R. § 578.6(h)(2) to increase the penalty to the statutory maximum of $10 per 0.1 mile per gallon shortfall. The Center believes that NHTSA can easily make the requisite statutory findings in order to do so. Ensuring compliance with CAFE standards will promote competition by encouraging innovation and technological improvements, and will lead to economic benefits by reducing costly greenhouse gas emissions. And the requested increase in the penalty is reasonable, as it is still below the statutory minimum adjusted for inflation. Specifically, the five dollar fine in 1975 adjusted for inflation would be roughly $22.15 today.

IV. Conclusion

The transportation sector is the single largest source of air pollution and the second largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. While there are laws in place to attempt to reduce the impacts of these emissions by prescribing limits on the quantity of such emissions, the recent VW scandal reveals that car manufacturers often find ways to skirt such requirements. Improving testing procedures by requiring in-use testing of vehicles currently on the road, and on-road testing of all new motor vehicles in the future would help ensure emissions tests better reflect actual emissions, and thus provide a more accurate picture of whether car manufacturers are actually complying with emission standards. Similarly, increasing the penalties for a violation of the CAFE standards would incentivize compliance with fuel economy standards and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases from motor vehicles. All of these actions would promote the protection of public health, welfare and the environment by reducing dangerous emissions and reducing our dependency on dirty fossil fuels, as envisioned by the CAA and EPCA.

Sincerely,

/s/ Kristen Monsell

Kristen Monsell
Staff Attorney
Center for Biological Diversity
1212 Broadway, Suite 800
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